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Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
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assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
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process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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The multiplet assignment for the vector mesons in the unitary 

1) 
symmetry model of Gell-Hann and ne'eman is not yet clear • The presence 

of an octet * 0 (p , K , ¢ ) has been generally accepted by workers in the 

field, and, in addition, two possibilities have been suggested: (a) there 

0 2) 
exists a unitary singlet (w ) , (b) there exists another octet that 

includes the 0 w plus some newly discovered resonances3 ). The purpose \:>f ,. ,, 

this note is to point out that the generalization to SU(3) of the 

4) 
dynamical model of Chew , for a three-pion resonance, strongly favors the 

first possibility. 

\·le consider here three pseudoscalars belongins to the SU(3)-8+ 

representa~ion5 ), in a state of total spin and parity 1-, and also of spin 

and parity 1- for each pair in its center-of-mass system6). The essential 

force in this model is the interaction that binds two pseudoscalars to 

form the SU(3)-8- vector meson state. We want to prove that (a) each 

pair of pseudoscalars is in this state if and only if (b) the entire system 

is in the SU(3)-l- state. i-le know that (b) implies (a) because if 

a+ X X contains 1-~ X has to be an a- • To see that (a) implies (b), we 

may couple pseudoscalars 1 and 2 to form an a- state, which in turn couples 

with the third pseudoscalar to form [in addition to the SU(3)-l-] the 

resultant .. 8-, a+,. 10, IO, or 27. It is not difficult to see, by means of 
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th Cl b h G d ff . . t 7 ) t• t' f th 1 tt t t . e e sc - or an coe ~c~en s , na none o e a er s a es ~s 

antisymmetric under interchange of particles 1 and 3, which therefore 

cannot be in an s- state 

In view of this result, we expect the lowest mass vector meson 

0 composed of three pseudoscalars (w ), to be a·unitary single~. This state. 

does not communicate, in exact SU(3) symmetry, with two-pseudoscalar 

~ystems, so that we can ignore these channels in a first approximation. 

Furthermore, if we accept the quantum number proposed by Bronzan and Low8), 

we should expect the physically observed w to contain only a small 

admixture of $
0 

Finally, we note that tho conclusion that the w 

that the 1220-lvieV r.-w resonance belongs to an octet9). 

is a singlet i~plies 
•' 
\ 

We are grateful to Nicola Cabibbo, Geoffrey F. Chew, Leland Holloway, 

Ivan Huzinich, Roland L. Omnes, and Arthur H. Rosenfeld for helpful 

conversations. 
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5) In this notation the 8 stands, of course, for the dimensionality of the 

:1: 
representation, and the index for the G parity of the isoscalar member:of 

the multiplet. 

6) It was pointed out to us by Professor Charles Zemach that the·momentum-

f . aSy6k 1 k 2 k 3 space wave unct1on E a B y corresponds to a state of the above 

characteristics. 

7) See J. J. de Swart, Rev. Hod. Phys. l2_, 916 ( 1963). 

8) J. B. Bronzan and F. E. Low, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, preprint. 
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9) A tentative 1 I = 2 partner for this resonance has been found by i-langler 

et nl. at 1175 i·~eV. (See T. P. ~.."angler, H. D. \·lalker and A. R. Erwin, 

Evidence for a Knn Resonance, University of Wisconsin, preprint.) If this 

association is correct, and if this new octet satisfies a mass formula, an 

nw bound state should exist at 2.bout 1160 !·1eV. 'l'his state would decay 

into three pions through a violation of the A quantum number (see Ref. 8). 

The two-pseudoscalar mode of decay would probably be absent, as in the case 

of the other members in this octet. 
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